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Date                                                                                            Lesson 6 

  

Taxi! 

(street: foreigners talking, traffic) 

Kelly hails a taxi and jumps in. She is in a hurry. She has to catch her flight to Istanbul. She has a 

wedding there: her friend Mary’s wedding.   

(car door shuts) 

Taxi driver Where to Madam? 

Kelly Could you take me straight to Gatwick Airport please? 

T Sure! Do you want your suitcase put in the boot? 

K  No that’s alright, thank you. How long does it take to get to Gatwick? 

T  Well, the traffic isn’t too bad at this time of day. I’d say fifteen minutes. 
Where are you off to? 

K    To Istanbul, to a wedding 

T That’s funny! One of my cousins is married to a Turk too! Whose wedding 
is it? 

K It’s a friend’s wedding: my ex flatmate’s actually! 

T How lovely! You are lucky: the weather is fabulous at the moment. How 
long are you there for? 

K I’m there for a week.  

They finally arrive at Gatwick. She is just on time.  

T “Have a safe flight!” 

K “Bye!”  

Kelly pays for her fare and runs to the terminal. (car starts) 

   (airport announcement) 
 
Who is Kelly’s flatmate?  
Whom is Kelly talking to? 
Whose wedding is it?  
How is the weather in Istanbul? 
When is Kelly coming back? 
What is in the boot? 
Where is the wedding? 
Why is Kelly in a hurry? 
How long is the journey to the airport? 
Which airport is she flying from?    
(all questions are repeated three times: Australian, Irish and English accents)  
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Vocabulary 
ENGLISH MEANING 

a taxi (GB) , a cab (USA) 
a flight 
a hurry  

suitcase 
the boot (GB), the trunk (USA) 

the terminal 
the flatmate 

a fare  
a taxi fare 
a taxi rank 

the wedding 
a Turk 

Turkey 
the journey to 

traffic  
a cousin  

 
to hail a taxi 

to jump in 
to be in a hurry 

to have to 
it takes 15 minutes  

to pay for  
to be off (somewhere)  

to fly from 
to fly to 

to catch her flight 
to talk to (someone) 

to come back 
to arrive in Istanbul 

to arrive at the airport 
to arrive on time 

I’d say... / I would say... 
to be married to (someone) 

to marry (someone) 
to get married with (someone) 

 
to go straight to 

alright 
funny  

safe 
actually 

lucky  
fabulous  

finally 
 

un taxi (GB), un taxi (EE.UU.) 
vuelos 
prisa 
maleta 
autoridad (GB), el tronco (EE.UU.) 
terminal 
el compañero de cuarto 
uno de los extremos 
tarifa 
un taxi 
matrimonio 
turco 
Turquía 
viaje a 
circulación, trafico 
primo 
 
llamar a un taxi 
saltar 
tener prisa 
deber 
15 minutos de duración 
pagar 
estar fuera (en alguna parte) 
volar de  
volar a 
cojer su  vuelo 
hablar con (alguien) 
volver 
 llegar a Estambul 
llegar al eropuerto 
llegar a tiempo 
Yo diría que ... / Yo diría que ... 
Está casado con (alguien) 
casarse ( alguien) 
contraer matrimonio   (alguien) 
 
ir directamente a 
bien 
gracioso 
seguro 
ahora ya, de hecho 
afortunado 
maravilloso 
finalmente 
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Grammar: Present Participle (Present continuous) 

Present Participle (Gerund) 

We use the “present participle” to form continuous tenses such as the “present continuous” to 
talk about situations that are happening now (at the moment of speaking). This present 
participle form is sometimes called “gerund”.  
 
It can also be used as an adjective.  
 
How  do  we  form it? To use this  tense we must use the verb to “Be” plus “ING” 
 
Follow this scheme  
 S  +  V to be +  V+  Ing +  Complement  
 
Eg.  Who is coming  
 Are you trying to say something? 
 She is not applying the rule  
Rules apply: 
 

 +ING: to read : reading , to speak: speaking , to listen: listening, to study: studying,  to 
try: trying… 

 +ING, removing the final –e from the infinitive: to come: coming, to write: writing…  

 +ING, doubling the final consonant: to cut: cutting, to begin: beginning, to cancel: 
cancelling…  

 
We do NOT double the final consonant when the infinitive contains two following vowels or 
consonants in the same syllable: to read: reading, to rain: raining, to wait: waiting…  
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Activities 

Activity 1: Write down the present participle of the following verbs:  

- to read > reading 

- to listen > 

- to write > 

- to rain > 

- to want > 

- to follow > 

- to wish >  

- to play > 

- to try > 

- to ski > 

- to eat >  

- to travel > 

Activity 2: Answer the following questions about the text:  

1) Where does the character go today? 

..................................................................................................................................................... 

..................................................................................................................................................... 

2) Why does she go to the airport? 

..................................................................................................................................................... 

..................................................................................................................................................... 

3) What is happening in Istanbul?  

..................................................................................................................................................... 

..................................................................................................................................................... 
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4) What do Kelly and the taxi driver talk about? 

.....................................................................................................................................................  

..................................................................................................................................................... 

 Activity 3: Write new sentences which include the following words:   

- FLATMATE 

- SAFE 

- FABULOUS 

- WEDDING 

- LUCKY 

- TAKE 

- STRAIGHT 

- JUMP IN 

- CATCH 

  

 Grammar practice  

Grammar practice: Re-write the following sentences conjugating the verb in the present 

simple: 

1) She (to try) …………….............…………….. to get to bed early every day. 

2) He usually (to go) …………….............…………….. on holiday there too.  

3) He (to work, not)…………….............…………….. too hard. 

4) They (to live, not) …………….............…………….. here. They live in Brighton.  

5) She (to watch) …………….............…………….. TV a lot. 

6) She (finish) …………….............…………….. at five p.m. 

7) It (to sound, not) …………….............…………….. very interesting.  
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8) What (to do) …………….... you .........……………..?  

9) You (to look, not) …………….............…………….. very happy today! 

10) She (can, to speak) …………….............…………….. really good French.  

11) You (must, to be) …………….............…………….. Debbie! 

12) She (to have to, to travel) …………….............…………….. a lot to go to trade fairs. 

13) I (to have to, to speak) …………….............…………….. to her about the business trip. 

14) Which bus (to go) …………….............…………….. to the city centre? 

15) Whom (to speak) ……………........... you ..…………….. English with? 

 

Summary Practice  

 This text is about Kelly. She is g___________  to the a___________  . She is in a 

h___________  . Her f___________   to Istanbul leaves soon. She h___________   a taxi and 

jumps in. 

 On the way ___________  the airport, Kelly talks to the taxi driver. Kelly explains that 

she is going to a w___________  there. The taxi driver says that she is l___________   because 

the w___________   there is fabulous at the m___________  . 

 The t___________   isn’t too bad at this time of day so it t___________   about fifteen 

minutes to get to the airport. She arrives a___________   Gatwick Airport o___________   

time. Kelly pays for her f___________   and runs to the terminal.  


